
Right, dear reader, it’s time for you to start thinking 
seriously about your own plan. It’s time to articulate, to 
yourself and to the world, where you are coming from 
and where you are going. It’s time for you to master the all-
important art of visualisation. This chapter helps you on your
way through an exploration of the power of vision; what it is,
why you need one, how to use it to your best advantage and
how to create a vision you will find inspiring and meaningful. 

A vision is a mental projection of your future. It is useful 
because it gets you thinking about where you want your solo
adventure to take you. The instant you express a vision, your
goals are given substance. Visions can help you realise 
professional and personal ambitions – for example, ‘I am going
to become an award-winning architect’ or ‘I will become a
qualified physiotherapist’ (professional) and ‘I will move to a
house in the country’ or ‘I will develop a healthier lifestyle’ 
(personal). You can even use a vision to conquer your fears. 

CHAPTER 3

THE POWER OF VISION  

CHAPTER 3

‘Which way should I go?’ asked Alice. 
‘Where do you want to go?’ replied the cat. 
‘Oh, it really doesn’t matter,’ answered Alice. 
‘Then it really doesn’t make any difference which 
way you go,’ grinned the Cheshire Cat. 

Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland 
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A vision differs from a mission. The first is a picture of where
you are headed; the second states a broader purpose. For 
example, the person whose vision is ‘I will become a qualified
physiotherapist’ might have as their mission ‘I want to 
contribute to the alleviation of human suffering’. 

Whatever you do, don’t dismiss visions as new-agey or flaky.
At this point it may be hard to grasp how something so 
seemingly abstract can possibly be of practical use, but it truly
can. For those who can’t help reading about visions with a 
cynical eye, we’ll address common doubts in the vision-block-
ers section later in the chapter. 

Make no mistake, visions are useful for everyone, but for
soloists they are indispensable. What better way to give your
venture focus, energy and purpose? Your career as a soloist de-
pends on an inspiring vision being at the heart of your venture.
The best visions are based on a combination of your motiva-
tions (What do I want?), values (What do I believe?) and abil-
ities (What do I have to offer?). Essentially, a vision enables the
creation of a unique personal manifesto which can be used to
guide your actions and determine your decisions. 

Your vision makes sure you are where you need to be: in the
driver’s seat, heading in the right direction. Remarkable as it
seems, visions have the power to not only guide you to your
dream destination, but to act as a magnet drawing you towards
it. 

No wonder they are such potent weapons in the soloist’s 
arsenal. 

You may think you’ve never experienced the power of vision
before, but we bet you have. You know when you’re heading
off on a much-needed holiday? On the plane, you begin to 
picture yourself lying on the beach. You can hear the waves
breaking and smell the ocean on the balmy coastal breeze. You
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can feel the sun warming your skin and the sand between your
toes. A smile breaks out and you start to unwind. You’re
nowhere near your destination, yet you’ve transported yourself.
It’s true that by using the very same method you can transport
yourself into a successful solo business. 

We believe the best visions are not set in stone; rather, they
are living, breathing things that remain open to your questions
and challenges. Later you will find advice on how to construct
an organic vision that will guide you through the change and
growth you will experience as a soloist. 

THE BONUSES OF HAVING A VISION 

The most exciting thing about a vision is that not only can it
be had, but it can also be used. When yours starts working its
magic, you’ll wonder how you ever functioned without one.
Here are just a few of the bonuses you can expect.

Decision-making becomes easier 

As you move along the soloist path you will inevitably 
encounter forks in the road that branch off in different 
directions. With no vision guiding your choice, you risk picking
a path arbitrarily. This will cause you to wander off all over
the place, never really getting anywhere or knowing where
you’ll end up. With a vision, though, you have an oracle to 
consult whenever you need to decide which track to take. 
Before settling on any choice, you’re able to ask, ‘Does collab-
orating with this person/moving to this location/accepting this
assignment fit with my vision?’ If yes, you can proceed with
confidence; if no, hit the delete button. 

Management consultant Ben used the vision technique to
help him on his way and today he’s living his vision and loving
it: 
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A year before I was ready to fly solo I created my vision, the headline 

of which was:  ‘In twelve months’ @me,  I see myself running my own 

business, working from a home office with big windows and a pleasant

view.’ This scenario bore no resemblance to my circumstances at the @me. 

I  knew  if  I  really  wanted  the  set‐up  I  dreamed  of  I’d  need  to 

make  big  life  changes  over  the  year.  It  was  nerve‐racking  in  a  way, 

but  my  vision  helped  me  jus@fy  these  changes.  When  faced  with 

decisions,  I’d  refer  to  my  vision  and  ask  ‘Does  this  fit?’  This  made 

my  journey  to  soloism  easier.  In  fact,  it  would  have  been  near 

impossible for me to get to where I am if  I hadn’t had such a strong 

mental picture of where I wanted to be. 

You stay focused 

In the early days of a new business it’s easy to be attracted by
the bright lights of new opportunities. A vision keeps you 
focused on your priorities. Acting with such focus and purpose,
even in the face of adversity, means you can’t help but make
progress. Just like the old adage says, ‘the whole world steps
aside for the man who knows where he is going’. 

You become so productive… 

Every time you ask the question ‘Why am I doing this?’, your
vision provides the answer. It helps you see the method in your
madness and so is a potent driving force, giving you the energy
needed to clear any obstacles blocking your path. Even boring
chores become imbued with a sense of purpose, making them
a lot easier to execute than if your prime driver is a sense of
obligation. 

…not to mention attractive 

Your enthusiasm and obvious sense of purpose has a
stunning effect on your sphere of influence. If your vision truly
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inspires you, others will find it infectious. You’ll find new 
opportunities coming your way as people, captivated by your
clarity and vitality, want to be associated with you. If you know
where you’re headed and you articulate that through your
work, others will be drawn to you like moths to a flame. 
Ponder for a moment someone whom you consider to be clear,
together and focused. Like to get to know them better? Fancy
working with them? Thought so. 

You’re never short of inspiration 

A meaningful vision can be your very own portable life coach,
acknowledging, challenging and supporting as you move 
forwards. In fact it’s the best motivational tool you’re likely to
find. 

WHAT’S OBSCURING YOUR VISION?

Let’s face it, most people don’t have a clear and articulated 
vision and it’s usually to do with outmoded views like these:

Visions are for other people 

It’s a myth that visions only work for the wildly ambitious or
for the world’s movers and shakers. They are useful for every-
one and as sure as it’s the unfit person who most needs a gym
membership, so it’s the person without a vision who’ll benefit
the most from having one. 

Why on earth do I need a vision? 

If you don’t have a vision, it’s impossible to know which way
to go. A vision gives you something to stand for and, as the 
saying goes, ‘If you don’t stand for something, you’ll fall for
anything’. 
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Vision shmision – I’ve heard it all before 

For every starry-eyed graduate employee eager to be part of
their new company’s vision, there’s a dyed-in-the-wool cynic
ready to tell them not to bother. Lack of harmony between a
workplace’s formal and informal culture is common and serves
to erode staff’s belief in the formal vision. Don’t let others’
shoddy treatment of visions devalue their currency for you. 
Besides you’ll find believing in your own vision a whole lot 
easier than subscribing to someone else’s. 

What’s the point of having a vision if I can’t work out how to
get there? 

Soloist Joanna got to where she wanted:

without  worrying  too  much  in  the  beginning  how  I  was  going 

to  get  there.  I  believe  that  if  your  vision  and  determina@on  are 

strong  enough  you  invent  the  processes  you  need  to  get  to  where 

you want to go.

She’s right, you know. It is preferable to have a picture, even
one with large gaps, than to not have a picture at all. At this
stage, it’s more important to think through the major implica-
tions of what you are doing than get too bogged down in detail.
Rick gives us another example of how a cluster of imprecise
notions can together form a perfectly valid vision:  

or  many  years,  I  visualised  my  current  life    I  saw  my  partner, 

my  home  and  my  office.  I  knew  I  lived  in  a  sunny  climate   did 

much  of  my  work  on  the  phone   spent  my  @me  surrounded  by 

interes@ng  and  s@mula@ng  people.  In  my  vision  I  knew  I  made 

good  use  of  my  skills  and  talents,  but  I  couldn’t  visualise  what  I 
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actually  did   While  it  felt  uncomfortable  not  having  clarity  around 

my voca@on, I was able to hold the vision as the other components felt

so  right.  The  longer  I  held  it,  the  more  it  strengthened 

my  resolve.  i le  by  li le  the  jigsaw  pieces  fell  into  place.  It  was 

at  a  chance  dinner  mee@ng  that  an  outsider  finally  saw  what  I 

had  not  seen.  y  jigsaw  was  complete.  It  turned  out  not  to 

ma er  that  the  precise  solu@on  only  presented  itself  some@me 

a er I began moving along the path. 

It’s liberating to realise that even if you have gaps in your 
vision, you can still make progress. Where clarity is missing,
concentrate instead on substituting detail with feelings, 
sensations and thoughts. Underpin it with a determination to
get there, and you will. Imagine a game where you talk around
a topic without giving away the central theme, then work on
guessing the missing details. The trick is to have the courage to
explore your future in spite of its ambiguities. Commit to tak-
ing a step towards it every day and the path really will rise to
meet you. 

Surely having a business plan is more important than having a
vision?

No, it isn’t. Until now, old assumers have succeeded in forcing
a sort of apartheid between our work and personal life. Toiling
to keep the two separate has caused numerous soloists to create
business plans with a sense of otherness, a plan which is 
expected to bring about a flourishing business in spite of the
fact it shoves its owner’s personal desires into the shadows.
What sort of business plan is that? An utterly rubbish one,
that’s what. Talk about putting the cart before the horse! But
make your business plan follow a vision which inspires you
and you’ll achieve all your goals in record time. In fact a 
business plan that doesn’t take a holistic approach towards
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what the soloist wants in their life isn’t worth the paper it’s
written on, although you won’t need to look far to find 
numerous examples of them. Soloists simply cannot afford to
separate life from work and need to stop obsessing about 
finding balance between the two and instead focus on finding
harmony within the two. 

What I want seems so unachievable 

The best visions should take you out of your comfort zone, but
not into the twilight zone. While being ambitious is encour-
aged, being unrealistic is not. The more fantastical your dreams,
the more likely your belief in them will falter; and if you don’t
believe in your dreams, they are as good as dead. 

While daring to dream is crucial, it’s equally important that
any thoughts of Utopia are tempered with enough 
reality to make them meaningful. Aim to be a ‘sensible dreamer’
and cook up visions which, while challenging, are also attain-
able; that way you’ll succeed in balancing idealism with 
realism. We’ll look at ways to anchor your vision in reality in
the ‘Expressing your vision’ section later in the chapter. 

I can’t have a vision because I don’t know what I want to do 

If your calling is eluding you, you need to embark on a mission
of self-discovery to reveal your motivations, values and 
abilities, as together this trinity will point you towards your 
vision. Again, the exercises later in the chapter will help you
get underway. 

I know what I don’t want in my life. Is that the same as having
a vision? 

No. To successfully create a vision, it’s not enough to merely
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identify what you dislike about your current job or situation,
although this is a good start. What separates the wheat from
the chaff is the commitment to doing something about it. 
Unless you work out how you are going to deal with whatever
is holding you back, you can’t expect to be free to choose the
future you want. 

If you have been in a depressing situation that you’ve been
complaining about for years, then it’s definitely time to do
something. It’s up to you to either continue to look for reasons
not to act (excuses) or seek out reasons to act (opportunities).
Your vision of your bright new future acts as a rope you 
can use to pull yourself out of the mire of your own (excuse)
making. 

I’m not prepared to sacrifice my current circumstances 

What truly underpins many of the objections we’ve talked
about is a fear of change. The reluctance to break from the devil
you know is commonly what prevents people from pursuing a
new path. 

To enjoy life as a soloist, you’ll need to stretch and 
challenge your existing boundaries and limitations. You’ll need
to be flexible enough to embrace the unexpected and appreciate
how it challenges you and forces you to grow. These sorts of
changes keep our lives stimulated. It’s the salt in the soup. 
How many times do we hear of illness or financial ruin as the
precipitant of change? Such is the fate of people who avoid
change. Consider instead putting yourself through a ‘good’ life
crisis, which means having a positive transformational moment
without it needing to be triggered by a major life trauma. 
Otherwise you’ll be immobilised by the ‘I’m just waiting until’
talk we discussed in the introduction. 

The good news is that this book can be just the catalyst you
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need. The act of reading it is highly encouraging in itself. 
Go you!

Recognise, too, that risk cannot be escaped by inaction.
Doing nothing is in itself a great risk. As a soloist you will need
to get used to facing change head-on rather than only 
confronting it when you’re forced. 

If you are still dubious, consider this: what is actually more
frightening? Exploring your vision now or letting an 
unexplored vision haunt you on your death bed? It really is up
to you. 

EXPRESSING YOUR VISION 

There is a Japanese proverb which says, ‘Vision without action
is a daydream. Action without vision is a nightmare.’ So before
you wander any further into Soloville, you will need a vision
to guide you on your way. To get your thoughts out of your
head and onto paper, we’ve included two vision-building exer-
cises. The first, our Vision Sampler, will give you an understand-
ing of the ingredients of a vision and provide you with an
example of what yours could look like. It’s the perfect warm-
up to the second, more detailed exercise, which we’ve called
‘Wish You Were Here’. This is where you get the chance to beef
up the ideas generated in the Vision Sampler.

VISION SAMPLER  

Earlier in the chapter we mentioned how worthwhile visions
are based on the trinity of your motivations, values and abili-
ties. Each of the questions below will help you unearth what is
important to you, or at least get you thinking about it. Again,
make notes, record your thoughts, and give yourself the space
to think through the issues until the answers make themselves
known. 
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Step 1: Come up with at least 3 answers to each question. 

1. What are you naturally gifted at and love doing? 
This is your chance to express everything you 
love to do, not everything you have to do. 

2. What makes you special? Jot down what comes 
to mind. Ask others for their view if you get stuck. 

3. What would you like to change in the world 
around you? This will speak volumes about your 
values and reveal the causes you are passionate 
about. 

4. What do you most want to achieve in your
lifetime? Identify what drives you. Try listing at 
least three truly inspiring things. Be as all 
inclusive as possible; don’t leave anything out because 
you think it’s silly or unreasonable. 

Step 2: Armed with your responses to these questions, highlight
one from each as the top priority. 

Step 3: Allowing for a bit of creative writing, fill out the 
following to create the outline of a vision. Tweak it until it
flows nicely: 

In my  solo  adventure,  I’ll  take  the  priority  from  ues@on  ,  using 

my  take  the  priority  from  ues@on    to  change  take  the  priority 

from  ues@on    and  in  so  doing,  I’ll  succeed  in  take  the  priority 

from  ues@on  . 

Remember, this exercise will not provide you with anything like
a complete vision. It’s merely a sampler. Hopefully it will cause
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you to consider what really matters to you, plus give you an
idea of what goes into a vision. Once you’ve completed the
warm-up and your tyres are nice and squelchy, tighten the safety
harness and take your place on the grid. You’re ready for…

WISH YOU WERE HERE: MY INSPIRING VISION  

It’s time to enhance your vision by giving it depth and structure.
Here’s where we’re going to probe a little further and excavate
the real visionary in you. 

If your vision is to be any use at all, it can’t remain 
hypothetical. It needs to be put to use so it can begin
guiding you towards your chosen location. That’s why your 
vision needs to incorporate a time line stating how far to look
ahead. We favour looking twelve months into the future. A year
is quite a long way off and a lot can be achieved in that time.
On the other hand, a year is not a long way off at all. We can
stay very connected to events twelve months hence and remain-
ing connected is essential when pursuing new goals. 

Towards the close of the exercise you’ll see a section that 
addresses a time three months from now and six months from
now. Here you’ll be asked to define actions in pursuit of your
twelve month vision. Ultimately, the decision regarding how
far forward to look is yours. We refer to twelve months; if this
seems too close or too distant, change it. 

Once you’ve completed ‘Wish You Were Here’, it will reveal
the platform upon which present-day goals, strategies and 
actions may be planned and executed. After all, if you don’t
know where you are headed, how do you know in which di-
rection to set out? 

Please don’t hurry through the exercise. This is your 
future we’re talking about and it’s important stuff! Take the
approach of the sensible dreamer as you progress, to create a
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picture that is both achievable and believable. It will help if you
read through the following pages a few times before letting
your creativity run loose. 

Once you’re relaxed and ready, put any distractions well out
of reach, make a cup of something soothing and enjoy the journey. 

Step 1: Words and pictures

Twelve months from now, the ..................... of ....................
20 ..... my life will look like this: 

1. My intention is to be living in a home like this: 
Describe where it is, what it looks like, what you 
see in the home. Describe how your home makes 
you feel. What colours surround you? What 
noises do you hear? What fragrances do you 
smell? Note: if you’re already in a home you’re 
content with, describe it devoid of those things 
you’d like to change or rectify, or include any
elements you think are currently missing. 

2. Here’s what a typical work day holds for me:
Describe how you are spending your time. What 
are you doing? What are the characteristics of the 
people you interact with? How do you feel 
towards your work on a day-to-day basis? Weave 
in a picture of your office and describe it as you did 
your home.

3. In my diary I see the following appointments and 
commitments: Don’t forget we’re looking twelve 
months hence. Describe forthcoming plans, current 
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and future projects, and any pastimes and hobbies you 
wish to incorporate into your working week. Note:
If you rebel against diaries, substitute ‘mind’ in the 
headline. 

4. These are the most important people in my life, 
and this is what they are up to: Talk about those 
close to you and their relationship with you. 
What do you do together? How much time are 
you spending together? Are you communicating 
openly? Where possible, use language that 
suggests where the relationship may be headed. 

5. Here’s how I am physically and mentally. This is 
my outlook on life: Describe your personal well-
being. Talk about what you do to maintain your 
body and soul. What recreation and hobbies are 
you enjoying? Perhaps you’re reading a certain 
kind of book these days, or you have chosen to 
learn a new skill. Maybe you’ve become involved 
in a charity. Use this space to express what you 
want to be doing more of in life. 

6. Those things that really concerned me a year ago 
now look like this: If there are points of concern 
not covered in your previous responses, here’s the 
place to list them. In what ways has your current 
thinking evolved? 

7. The prominent images I see around my life are 
these: List the most powerful visual imagery that 
has come to mind as you’ve completed this 
exercise. This may be to do with how you see 
yourself spending non-work time, or what you’ve 
spent your soloist salary on. 
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Step 2: Actions to get you on the path 

The next step is to introduce aspects of your vision into your
current reality. Before you get underway on this, 
ensure you are totally satisfied with your responses to Step 1.
If your responses fail to inspire you or if the questions did not
elicit sufficient information, go back and make amendments.
In extreme circumstances, you may prefer to totally overhaul
this template and develop your own if you sense it will create
a more meaningful outcome. Use the thoughts and opinions
you have generated and get them on paper while they’re fresh
in your mind. 

Then you can move on to the following action plans: 

I intend to undertake the following actions to get me on the
path towards my inspiring vision:

• In the next three months I will: List at least five actions 
that, if accomplished over the next twelve weeks, will 
signal noticeable progress along the path. 

• In the next six months I will: List at least five actions 
that, if accomplished over the next six months, will 
signal noticeable progress along the path. 

Finally, using your responses to question 7 in Step 1, 
reinforce your ‘Wish You Were Here’ exercise by undertaking
one or both of the following within the next 
48 hours: 

• Choose a postcard that in one image encapsulates your 
vision. On the back, write a note to yourself, from 
yourself dated in twelve months’ time. You won’t have 
much room, which will force you to distil your vision 
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down to its most compelling elements. Mail your
postcard and give it pride of place when you
receive it. 

• Create a visual montage using magazine tear-outs or 
similar to select the images you find most compelling. 
Or you could channel your inner geek and computer-
generate a picture of yourself against the backdrop of 
your ideal setting. Frame or laminate your montage or 
image and place it in a position where you’ll see
it often.

Step 3: Success signals 

To measure how effective your vision has been in the 
future, you need to come up with success signals at 
the outset of the vision building process. Using these 
indicators you and the world will know when your vision has
become a reality. Success signals are different for every individ-
ual. Here are examples of questions you could ask to come up
with your own: 

• What inward signs of success will show I’ve positively 
moved towards my vision? 

• What differences in me will others notice?
• How will I feel?
• What will I be doing differently?

Concentrate on choosing responses which are meaningful to
you, that way you ensure ‘success’ is defined in your very own
terms. 

Your answers will serve as reference points every time you
want to check how well you and your vision are travelling. 
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